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Spreading mischief across the South 
East of England 
 
Box Clever’s Urban Mischief writing project came to an exciting conclusion with a 
festival appearance and a tour of eight schools across the South East of England.  
 
In 2013 Box Clever embarked on an ambitious project to write a piece of new 
contemporary theatre in collaboration with a group of young people from seven 
schools in London and South East England. 
 
Box Clever’s Artistic Director, Michael Wicherek, used the work created by the 
young people to develop a new production.  Urban Mischief was premiered at the 
Tramshed, London, as part of the Greenwich Children’s Theatre Festival on 19 
April before embarking on a tour of the schools involved in the writing of the 
script.  
 
Jeremy James, Artistic Director of the Greenwich Children’s Theatre Festival said of 
the performance: 
 
“A sound artist who created the landscape by playing instruments, singing and 
beat boxing, as well as playing the odd character, movingly supported the piece. 
The play clearly left the audience thinking and provoked by the end, but also left 
us feeling a little uncomfortable about the urban society that we have now built 
and live within.” 
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Michael Wicherek of Box Clever said: 
 
“As this piece was developed by young people it represented the world as they 
see it. Working so closely with the young people throughout this project has given 
us one of the most realistic pieces of theatre we have developed. I was incredibly 
proud of the achievement and dedication of the young people involved in this 
project.” 
 
 
In total 555 young people watched the performance in schools across the South 
East.  The tour went to the schools involved in the original writing project, giving 
the young people the opportunity to see what a different their input made.  The 
performance was brought to life by director Iqbal Khan. 
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